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Changes in motor planning during the acquisition of movement patterns in a continuous task Hanneke van Mier a,b, Wouter Hulstijn a and Steven E. Petersen b ’ NICI, University of Nijmegen, Nijmegen, The Netherlands b Washington University, School of Medicine, St. Louis, USA



Changes in the planning and execution of movements were studied as a function of practice on a continuous motor task. Twelve subjects learned to move a pen through a cut-out square and maze patterns with their eyes closed. Maze patterns consisted of six, eight, ten, or twelve segments that were connected by intersections. Task performance was studied during six blocks. Although the mazes could be traced continuously in a clockwise direction, selecting a wrong turn at an intersection resulted in coming to a dead end. Performance at intersections was analyzed by determining the number of correct (and incorrect) turns following mechanically forced stops and the number of correctly planned and executed turns without any halt. In addition, movement time and pause duration were analyzed. With practice an increase in the number of correctly executed turns indicated that subjects gradually learned to group segments into chunks of increasing size. It was found that up to eight segments could be organized and executed as a single unit. Finally, with practice a non-linear performance improvement was found, suggesting that the learning process proceeded through qualitatively different learning stages. It is concluded that within five minutes subjects gradually changed their movement strategy from a sequential, trial-and-error mode in which planning and execution occurred segment by segment, to a mode in which concurrent planning was realized, i.e. in which the planning of oncoming segments occurred concurrently with the execution of segments.



Introduction



It is well known that complex movement sequences have to be prepared before they can be executed. How movement preparation actually occurs, however, is still a matter of debate. Previous research has shown that an increase in the complexity of movement sequences, Correspondence to: H. van Mier, Washington University, School of Medicine, Dept. of Neurology
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e.g. by adding more elements, increased the time needed to initiate the sequences (Fischman 1984; Henry and Rogers 1960; Klapp and Wyatt 1976; Klapp et al. 1973; 1978; Rosenbaum et al. 1983; 1984; Sternberg et al. 1978). In writing and drawing tasks these findings were replicated by Hulstijn and Van Galen (1983; 1988) and by Van Mier and Hulstijn (1993), but in addition it was found that this effect of complexity on reaction time was highly dependent on the experience subjects had had with the movement sequences. Whereas for the performance of unpracticed movement sequences - as in drawing a symbol or an unfamiliar figure - complexity effects on reaction time were very large, they tended to be rather small for writing highly practiced sequences as in letters. These findings suggested that planning occurs at several levels and that the time needed to plan at these levels is different for familiar and unfamiliar sequences. The intriguing question then becomes how this change in planning develops as a result of practice. It is likely that with practice, several motor programs which initially represent individual submovements, are somehow concatenated such that a string of submovements eventually can be controlled by a single representation of the entire movement pattern (Keele and Summers 1976). A view of motor learning which is closely related to the process just described is that programs are learned hierarchically (Rosenbaum 1985; Rosenbaum et al. 1983; 1984). According to these authors, the execution of simple submovements of a pattern leads to the control of so-called low-level units. This is assumed to promote the formation of a representation of the entire pattern which is called a high-level unit. When individually learned submovements of a sequence are gradually integrated into more complex units or programs, the capacity increases to make decisions at a high level of movement preparation which are then, almost automatically carried out at a lower level. The hierarchical view of motor learning is supported by the observation that performance improves to some extent when a task is practiced mentally (Decety and Ingvar 1990; Mendoza and Wichman 1978; Feltz and Landers 1983). Apparently, mental practice facilitates the formation of high-level units. Hierarchical motor learning, also described by Schmidt (1988) and Pew (1966), assumes that as an effect of practice, control shifts from high-level conscious decision-making to a low-level automatic control of motor programming. When a sufficient degree of automaticity in motor control has been reached, the decision-making
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mechanism can be used for other higher-order aspects of the task such as trying to improve the execution of the movement pattern still further (Schmidt 1988). It is apparent that the above-mentioned views on motor learning provide more information on the learning process than the general classification of learning stages as proposed by Fitts (1964). Fitts’ description of motor learning entails that subjects pass through qualitatively distinct stages: a cognitive stage during which the learner tries to understand what to do; an associative stage during which the main concern is to concentrate on how to proceed; and finally, an autonomous stage, during which movements become largely automatic. The first two stages correspond to Adams’ verbal-motor and motor stages (Adams 1971). To summarize, learning theories imply that learning involves the formation of generalized motor programs (Schmidt 19751, generated by stringing together smaller programmed units of behavior (Keele and Summers 19761, eventually resulting in high-level units (Rosenbaum 1985; Rosenbaum et al. 1983; 1984), controlled at the lower level of motor programming (Schmidt 1988). After having learned what to do, learners concentrate on how to proceed (Fitts 1964; Adams 1971). However, how practice changes motor programming from high-level to low-level control is hardly studied. This will be the major aim of the present study. Previous research on the learning of new movement patterns in writing or drawing always asked the subject to draw and learn new, unfamiliar, patterns or graphemes. One problem in this research is that it is difficult to specify, both to the subjects and for later analysis, which elements of the grapheme are critical and which are not. An example of a critical and sometimes very small difference in writing can be found in the length of the vertical up- and downstrokes of the lower case letters ‘a’ and ‘d’. With new graphemes the instruction on accuracy and the scoring of errors of elements is even more difficult. To circumvent this problem, the subjects in the present experiment had to learn patterns by moving their pen through cut-out mazes consisting of sequences of straight vertical or horizontal alleys and a left or right turn at the end of the alley. Selecting a wrong turn resulted in coming to a dead end. To ensure that the mazes were learned by heart, subjects had to keep their eyes closed. Mazes had a square-like form, with start and end at the same place. Therefore they could be traced continuously, in a clockwise direction. The complexity of the patterns was varied by increasing the number of line and choice
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points from six to twelve. The length and the direction of each line and angle segment of the mazes was fixed, and by using angles of 90 degrees, each segment was clearly defined. Therefore the definition and scoring of accuracy and errors could be done unambiguously. Little research on motor learning has been conducted with continuous motor tasks, although such tasks may allow one to study the planning and execution of movement sequences in detail. Most research on motor learning involved discrete tasks. Often only changes within sequences are compared, not between sequences. Usually, only one movement sequence is performed per trial and the sequence, or part of it, can be programmed during the latency period. The duration of this latency period is supposed to reflect the extent of the programming (Fischman 1984; Henry and Rogers 1960; Hulstijn and Van Galen 1983, 1988; Klapp and Wyatt 1976; Klapp et al. 1973; 1978; Rosenbaum et al. 1983; 1984; Sternberg et al. 1978; Van Mier and Hulstijn 1993). If on the other hand subjects have to perform a movement sequence continuously, as in the present task, it is expected that stops or halts will be inserted at those positions where the oncoming submovement has to be programmed. Especially in the beginning of the task, when each segment of the novel unpracticed movement sequence will be programmed as a single unit, one may expect that after the completion of a segment, a stop will follow before the next segment is executed. On the basis of the views of motor learning described earlier, it was expected that with practice of the present maze drawing task, segments will be grouped together as fewer stops and more correctly performed maze segments are observed. It must be noted that in order to differentiate between a mechanically forced stop at an angle and a carefully planned stop to prepare the fluent execution of oncoming segments, i.e., aiming to pass through future intersections without a halt, we need to find a decrease in the frequency of stops in combination with an increase in the number of correctly performed maze segments without mechanical stops. Only the combination of these measurements will .indicate correct planning and execution. The vast literature on maze studies and maze learning is primarily concerned with animal studies. Experiments involving human subjects are scarce, and when they are reported, they mostly involve patient groups and address other aspects than motor learning, e.g., effects of cerebral lesions (Benton et al. 1963; Milner 1965; Corkin 1965; Por-
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teus and Kepner 1944; Landis and Erlick 1950; Canavan 1983; Karnath et al. 1991), the assessment of the severity of brain damage (Meier et al. 19821, and learning in special populations (Smith 1960; Grosse et al. 1991). Studies performed with healthy control subjects addressed for example hemispheric dominance (Alvis et al. 1990; Ward et al. 1989) and learning strategies (O’Neill 1978). Maze learning is seldom studied in the context of motor control and motor programming. The only authors who report that during maze learning a pattern or motor program develops, are Grosse et al. (1991). In a highly practiced skill such as handwriting, evidence is found that a complete letter, or even a name or signature, is controlled as a single unit (Teulings et al. 1983; Hulstijn 1987). Recent studies on tapping showed results comparable to those of Pew (Semjen and Garcia-Colera 1986; Garcia-Colera and Semjen 1987). In the study by Garcia-Colera and Semjen (1987) it was demonstrated that sequences up to eight taps can be organized as single performance units. Since the maximum number of finger taps in their experiment was eight, the present study was also set up to test if more than eight elements can be clustered together. Accordingly, the number of segments used in the study exceeded eight and varied from six to twelve. Indications that the characteristics of motor programming are changing with practice, also come from handwriting studies in which changes in movement time over separate segments were examined (Portier et al. 1990; Portier and Van Galen 1992). The authors found that with an increasing amount of practice, the programming of later segments of a sequence occurred more and more during the execution of initial segments. It was shown that the time to write the first segment of an unfamiliar grapheme decreased significantly less than the writing time of later segments. Furthermore, the authors stated that initially separate segments became integrated in larger sized chunks. This was evidenced by the finding that with practice, both the frequency of time intervals (pauses) between segments, and the mean duration of these intervals decreased (Portier et al. 1990). However, the latter was demonstrated by post-hoc analysis on pauses between the first two segments of a single grapheme produced by only two subjects. To test the hypothesis that more and longer pauses will be observed especially during early practice stages more extensively, the duration of time intervals (pauses) between all maze segments were measured in the present experiment. In line with the findings reported
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by Portier et al. (1990) it is assumed that as a result of practice, a shift in programming will occur in the present experiment from a mainly serial process in the beginning of the task to a more parallel concurrent process later in practice during which the programming of oncoming movement segments is more or less realized during the execution of current segments. To summarize, the effects of practicing to draw with a pen through cut-out maze patterns without visual feedback are studied by analyzing the movement time, errors, and stops of task performance. It is assumed that this allows us to investigate changes in the process of motor planning as a function of learning in detail. The maze task was designed in such a way that subjects had to make decisions at each intersection. According to hierarchical theories, it was expected that subjects would learn the design by eliminating incorrect decisions at each intersection. It was hypothesized that initially separately programmed segments would be chunked together and executed as a single unit. The latter was also seen as evidence for the formation of a generalized motor program. Additionally, the maximum size of a chunk was measured. After the establishment of a generalized motor program further improvement in motor performance was expected. Evidence for the latter would be indicated by a decrease in the duration of time intervals between the execution of maze segments. A shift in motor planning from a mode in which planning was mainly realized during time intervals between segments to a mode in which planning occurred concurrent with segment execution was assumed to indicate continuing proficiency in task performance. Method Subjects



Twelve normal adult subjects, seven males and five females, all students or staffmembers of the School of Medicine at Washington University in St. Louis, were tested on the mazes. Age varied from 21 to 38 with an average age of 29. Three subjects were left-handed. Material



A square design, with a total path length of 24 cm was given as pretraining. Four mazes were used in the experiment, consisting of either six, eight, ten or twelve
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segments and intersections. Fig. 1 shows the square and maze designs used in this study. Square and mazes were cut-out designs. The width of the pathway was 0.5 cm, the depth was 0.15 cm. The path length of each maze, if traced correctly, was 24 cm, the length of each dead end path was 0.5 cm. So, the minimum distance that had to be traced was the same for each maze. The mazes only differed in the number of turns that had to be made. Furthermore, each maze consisted of straight lines and angles of 90 degrees. All mazes were loops, so the end-point of one loop was the starting point of the next loop. At each intersection two opposite direction choices could be made, one of which came to a dead end. For each maze a second version was developed by rotating the original maze; no mirror image was used. Half of the subjects was tested on the rotated version. Task and procedure were designed in such a way that they can be used in a future PET study in which the learning of a motor skill will be studied by Positron Emission Tomography. Because of the latter, subjects were also briefly tested on the other version of each maze directly after completion of the experiment. Task The square design had no dead alleys. Therefore subjects were allowed to inspect the square and were asked to start at its bottom left corner. Tracing of the square had to be done with the eyes closed, so subjects had no visual feedback during the task. Tracing of the maze designs was also performed with eyes closed. Furthermore, subjects were not allowed to inspect the maze design and had no visual feedback during the task. When a pause during practice was requested by the subject, the maze was covered before the subjects were allowed to open their eyes. None of the subjects opened their eyes during the task. The instruction to the subjects was to move continuously through the square and maze loop and to learn the correct path. Furthermore, subjects were instructed to trace square and mazes as fast as possible. They were told that the first movement was always upwards, that each maze was a loop and that they should try to avoid retracing a path they had already taken once they experienced a forced stop. Procedure



Each subject was tested in four sessions on consecutive days and practiced one maze a day, each day a different maze. The order of maze presentation over the four days was balanced by a Latin Square design thus keeping possible positive or negative transfer effects from day to day under control. Subjects started each day with the tracing of the square. Before subjects started with one of the mazes on the first day, a maze that was completely different from the ones used in the experiment, was shown as an example, and the 2-choice principle at intersections was explained. Subjects had their eyes closed before the experimental maze form was placed on the writing tablet. The experimenter guided the subject’s hand, that held the pen, to the starting point of the maze. The procedure during a session of one day was as follows: first, tracing of the square during 30 set; second, tracing of the maze during 30 set; and third, five
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ti t Fig. 1. Square and maze designs used in the experiment, total (correct) path was 24 cm for all five designs. Arrows indicate the starting position of each design.



minutes practice on the maze. Performance on the square and first maze tracing was recorded, as was the performance of the last 30 set of each minute during practice. In this way, a total of seven 30-set blocks was recorded each day, one block in which the tracing of the square was recorded, and six consecutive blocks in which the tracing of the maze was recorded. Practice effects of each maze were analyzed over the six 30-set blocks within a total of 5 min and 30 set of practicing a maze during each session on one day. Practice effects of the square were analyzed over four days. If subjects got tired during practice, a pause was inserted. Each maze was traced during
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a total time period of 5’30” such that the tracing time was constant for each maze but the total number of loops that was traced could vary between mazes. Analyses



A Calcomp 2500 digitizer and a specially designed pen (Maarse et al. 19881, both connected to an IBM PS2/30 microcomputer, were used to record the X- and Y-coordinates of each pen movement. Recording was done with a frequency of 100 Hz and a precision of 1 mm. So, every 10 ms the position of the pen was recorded. Each day seven blocks of 30 set were sampled, one square-tracing and six maze-tracing blocks. Data records were low-pass filtered at 10 Hz and the drawing trajectories were displayed on the computer screen. Based on velocity minima and X- and Y-displacements, the boundaries for each loop were determined by means of an interactive computer program. For each maze loop the duration of that loop was determined, and mean loop durations were calculated and analyzed by analysis of variance (ANOVA) based on repeated measurements. Of each of the six blocks, the first and last complete loop of the maze that was traced, was isolated and segmented in line and angle elements, again based on velocity minima and X- and Y-displacements. An example of the segmentation procedure of one loop is given in fig. 2. Duration, mean and minimum velocity were determined for each line and angle segment. All angle segments were checked for stops and incorrect turns. A stop was assigned when the velocity at an angle was lower than 1 cm/set for a period longer than 50 ms. When a dead end path was traced, indicating that an incorrect turn was taken, an error was assigned.



Results Experimental mazes



Since no differences in performance were found concerning the first and second version of the mazes, the data of both versions could be combined and the results of each maze are therefore based on the performance of twelve subjects. As stated before, only one of the four mazes was performed on each day, and was traced during a total of 5’30”. The total tracing time was the same for each maze. Data of six 30-set blocks were recorded that day. During the total tracing time of 5’30”, an average of 196 loops were performed for maze six, 137 for maze eight, 106 for maze ten, while an average of 100 loops was traced for maze twelve. Practice effects are presented in fig. 3, which clearly shows that subjects’ performance improved over the six blocks of a session. Practice significantly decreased duration (1;(5,55) = 19.61, p < O.OOl),number of errors, i.e., incorrect turns @(5,55) = 81.21, p < 0.000, and number of stops (F(5,55) = 19.39, p < 0.001). Only the difference between block 1 and 2 was significant for all variables, as indicated by post-hoc contrast analyses (p < 0.001). For errors also a significant difference was found between block 2 and 3 (p < 0.01).
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Fig. 2. An example of the segmentation procedure of one maze loop. Graphic production is pictured at the right, X-, Y-displacement and absolute velocity profiles at the left. Segment boundaries (indicated by circles) are based on X- and Y-displacements and velocity minima. In addition to a cursor, which was displayed in the graphic production and profiles and corresponded to the actual pen-position during tracing, X, Y, and velocity values of the pen-position were displayed by the computer program, so that boundaries could be defined as accurately as possible. Angle segments, numbered in the order of production, were preceded by corresponding line segments. Circles in the velocity profile correspond with circles in the X- and Y-profiles right above.



The number of stops over the six blocks decreased, as shown in the right graph of fig. 3, from 85% in block 1 to 48% of the number of angles in block six. These percentages were almost equal for all mazes. That the latter percentage is still quite high is probably caused by differences in strategies used by the subjects. While half of the subjects clearly rounded their movements at the angles, it was observed that the other subjects ended each line segment by bumping into the side of the maze or by making clear 90-degree angles, both resulting in mechanical stops, taking more than 50 ms. With practice however, the duration of these stops clearly decreased. When the criterion for the duration of these mechanical stops was increased to 100 ms, a decrease to approximately 16% of the number of angles of each maze was observed in the last block (see fig. 4). Repeated measurement analyses on the number of stops after criterion correction, showed that the effect of Practice was more pronounced (F(5,55) = 78.76) than before criterion correction. Post-hoc contrast analyses revealed that differences between block 1 and 2, 2 and 3, 3 and 4 as well as between 4 and 5 were significant.
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Next to the finding that the number of stops was higher in the first blocks, it was also found that the location of the stops varied more during these blocks. With practice this location became more fixed, suggesting that subjects adopted a movement pattern. This pattern was established earlier in practice for mazes six and eight than for mazes ten and twelve. Examples of this pattern are illustrated in fig. 5 which shows the drawing traces and absolute velocity patterns of one of the subjects over six blocks for one maze loop for maze six and twelve. Numbers in the velocity profiles
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Fig. 5. Graphic production, absolute velocity pattern, and total duration of one loop for maze six (upper part) and maze twelve (lower part) for each block (1 to 6). Numbers in the velocity profiles correspond with maze angles.
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Fig. 6. Mean loop duration (in set) as a function of Practice (block 1 to 6) and Segment (Line versus Angle).



correspond with maze angles. The velocity profiles show the establishment of a movement pattern with fixed stop locations. They also show that, due to practice, movements became much faster and more ballistic. By segmenting the first and last loop of each block in line and angle elements, relative changes across lines and angles could be measured. Changes in duration for line and angle segments are pictured in fig. 6. Although the interaction between Segment (line versus angle) and Practice was highly significant for duration (F(5,55) = 9.07, p < O.OOl),one has to keep in mind that the angle segments include incorrect turns. These incorrect turns affected the duration in the first blocks more than in the final blocks. The duration of line segments was hardly influenced by errors. However, although the difference in errors was no longer significant between block 3 and 4 as was stated above, the difference in the duration at angles was (F(1,55) = 6.22, p < 0.05). No significant difference in the duration of line segments was found between block 3 and 4. In order to try to verify whether, as a result of practice, the duration of later segments decreased more than the duration of earlier segments, relative changes in the duration of first and last segments of each maze were calculated. No clear effects were found. It is likely, however, that the segments that we defined as first and last segments, were not interpreted as such by the subjects. Because of the continuity of the maze task, the end and beginning of a loop was not clearly defined for the subjects. Square design



The square design, on the other hand, had a clear beginning and end. Although subjects had to trace the square with their eyes closed, the fact that they could inspect the design and were very familiar with it, made it possible to reveal which of the
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segments showed the largest practice effects. In contrast to the mazes, which were traced only during one day, the square was performed each day at the start of the experiment and was traced for 30 sec. Movement duration was measured and the mean per loop for each day is shown in fig. 7. Even for a simple figure as the square, a significant Practice effect was found (F(3,33) = 7.85, p < 0.001) Although, as can be seen in fig. 7, this effect was non-linear and post-hoc contrast analyses showed only a significant effect between day one and two (p < 0.01). From each session, the first and the 10th loop of the square was divided in four line and four angle segments (each subject performed at least ten loops during the 30-set recording periods) and movement time was measured for each segment. Separate ANOVAs were performed for angles and lines. Significant Practice effects were found over the four days (for lines: F(3,33) = 4.86, p < 0.01; for angles: F(3,33) = 3.21, p < 0.051, and also between loop 1 and 10 (for lines: F(l,ll) = 16.59, p < 0.01; for angles: F(l,ll) = 30.11, p < 0.001). Furthermore, the effect of Segment was significant (for lines: F(3,33) = 5.14, p < 0.01; for angles: P(3,33) = 7.52, p < 0.001) revealing differences between the four segments. The finding of a significant interaction between Loop and Segment for lines (F(3,33) = 8.86, p < 0.001) and angles (F(3,33) = 4.25, p < 0.05) indicated that contrasts between the four segments were different in the beginning of the task from later on in the task. These differences are shown in fig. 8. Separate analyses per loop showed that the effect of Segment was only significant in the first loop (F(3,33) = 9.73, p < 0.001 for lines; F(3,33) = 11.26, p < 0.001 for angles). Fig. 9 shows practice effects over the four days for loop 1 for each line and angle segment. A significant interaction of Practice and Segment was only found for the lines, (F(9,99) = 2.15, p < 0.05). Post-hoc contrast analysis revealed that the relative change in duration over the four days was significantly less (p < 0.001) for the first segment compared to the other segments. No significant relative changes were found between the other three segments. Also for the square design, a clear decrease in the number of stops was observed, which reduced from 2.9 stops in loop 1 on the first day to 0.6 stops during loop 10 on
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Fig. 8. Mean loop duration as a function of Segment Number (1 to 41, Loop (1 versus lo), and Segment (Line versus Angle). Segment 1 corresponds with the left side of the square, segment 2 with the top side, segment 3 with the right side, and segment 4 with the bottom side.



the last day, indicating that segments were chunked together. The effect of Practice on the number of stops was significant (F(3,33) = 4.11, p < 0.05) as was the effect of Loop (F(l,ll) = 30.96, p < 0.001). When also in the square design the criterion of the stop duration was increased from 50 ms to 100 ms for those subjects who were not rounding at the angles, the number of stops in the first loop was found to be 2.2, while in the last loop subjects no longer stopped. An ANOVA based on the data after correction showed that the effect of Practice was more pronounced and significance increased to a p < 0.01 level.



Fig. 9. Mean duration of the first loop as a function of Practice (day 1 to 4) and Segment (Line versus Angle).
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Discussion



The most important finding of the present experiment is that with practice the number of correctly executed turns and the number of segments that were executed without any halts increased, suggesting that initially separate segments became integrated in larger units. While the number of correct turns increased from 59% of the turns performed in the first loop to 98% in the last loop, the number of stops decreased from 85% in the first block to 16% in the last block. The fact that the duration of stops decreased and that in the first blocks relative changes in duration were larger for angle segments than for line segments in the mazes, may indicate that programming activity shifted from time intervals between segments (stops at angles) towards the execution phase of the movement. The programming of oncoming segments seemed to be realized more and more during the execution of preceding line segments. Clear evidence for the latter was found in the square tracing task, where, as a result of practice, the duration of later segments decreased significantly more than the duration of the first segment. It must be noted, however, that practicing on the square design involved four consecutive days whereas practicing on the mazes involved time intervals of 5’30” within days. Nevertheless, the reported shift found in the square tracing is in agreement with the results of Portier et al. (1990) and Portier and Van Galen (1992). That this effect was not found in the maze task can be due to the character of the task or to the different time scales on which practice was investigated. Because of the continuity of the task, the end and beginning of a maze loop were not clearly defined for the subjects. It was hypothesized that if subjects were inserting stops, they would at least insert a stop at the end of the loop, in order to program the next loop. This however was not found. The fact that a stop was not required and in most cases not inserted at the end of the loop, might illustrate that for the subjects first and last segments were not defined as such, and that they inserted stops at those locations which were maybe motorically more convenient. The finding that in the mazes the first segment was not relatively more delayed than later segments, is therefore not surprising. Effects of a programming shift could probably have been found more clearly if the starting position of the maze had been clearly defined, for example by a sound or a difference in maze texture. A different explanation for the absence of
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relative changes in the duration of the segments in the mazes, might be the fact that subjects improved their ability to organize segments in larger chunks significantly up to the fifth block. It is possible that programming load shifts more strongly once a motor program is established. Since one might expect that subjects already have an existing motor program for the familiar square design, a clear shift of processing load towards the initial segment could be observed in this design. This assumption is in agreement with the finding of Portier et al. (1990), who reported that the shift in programming was more pronounced in graphemes composed of familiar segments than of unfamiliar segments. An alternative explanation for the lack of differential effects on segment durations in the mazes, may be the absence of visual feedback. Portier and Van Galen (1992) found that in an experiment in which subjects were asked to practice the writing of unfamiliar Arabic graphemes without visual feedback, the above-mentioned shift in programming was less pronounced in those conditions in which static or dynamic feedback was postponed and presented after the trial was completed compared to the condition in which immediate visual feedback was given. Because of the familiarity of the square design, the absence of visual feedback might have been less disastrous. The fact that for the square design the shift in programming load was no longer observed during the performance of loop ten, can be seen as evidence that the square was performed more or less automatic. Because subjects were expected to be very familiar with the square design, no planning at higher levels, i.e., where to start, in which direction to proceed, which turn to make, had to be done, only planning at lower levels. For the square tracing, the latter would include the planning with respect to the length of the segments, as to when to accelerate and decelerate in order to increase velocity and achieve smooth and rounding turns. It is likely that in the first loop size aspects of the other segments are planned during the execution of the first segment. In subsequent loops, velocity aspects need to be planned, until also these aspects are learned and can be executed automatic, without requiring time consuming control. Evidence was found that at least some of the subjects reached automaticity in maze six later in the task. These subjects started to talk during the performance of maze six in the later sessions. At that stage of the maze tracing, subjects apparently were able to perform a second task, viz.,
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talking. Since this ‘second task’ had no effect on the performance of the maze tracing, this may indicate that the maze movements were performed more or less automatic. The increase of the criterion for the duration of a stop from 50 ms to 100 ms for those subjects who bumped against the maze wall or who performed clear go-degree angles seemed reasonable according to findings of Wood (1977). He estimated that the duration of the response execution portion of a reaction is at least 100 ms. However, these findings were based on visual reaction time tasks. It is still possible that the above mentioned subjects were inserting stops in order to plan the next segment. However, those subjects who rounded their movements when turning, showed the same results as presented in fig. 4. They only stopped once in mazes six and eight, while two stops were observed in mazes ten and twelve. This answers the question about the maximum size of a chunk. It seems that subjects were able to string up to a maximum of eight elements together. This finding is in correspondence with the results presented by GarciaColera and Semjen (1987). Practice effects in the present maze-drawing appeared to be nonlinear across the six blocks during the 5’30” total performance time. These non-linear effects might be explained by hypothesizing that different learning phases were passed through (Adams 1971). In the first session subjects might have been in the verbal-motor stage, in which they operated mainly by trial-and-error. The more gradual changes across intervals two to six, indicate that subjects might have entered the motor stage. As stated before, the results suggest that some subjects even might have performed maze six very automatic at the end of the task. Apart from evidence that different learning stages were passed through based on the non-linearity of the practice effects, performance changes at the intersections can be seen as additional evidence for different stages. In the beginning of the task incorrect turns were made, in the next phase, subjects turned correctly, and the duration and number of stops at these turns decreased. Concerning spatial processing and movement production it is hard to answer the question whether subjects learned a spatial map of the maze or a rhythmic movement pattern. Since subjects were also, although briefly, tested on the other version of each maze directly after the completion of the task, this aspect could not be tested explicitly. However, evidence was found that some subjects learned a
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spatial map rather than a rhythmic movement pattern. These subjects had noticed that the second version of the maze was a rotation of the first one. In order to test this aspect more specific, in a future maze study when only one version of the maze has to be performed, after completion of the task subjects can be asked to draw the maze from memory or to choose the right maze out of more alternatives. It was observed, as can be seen in fig. 3, that the number of incorrect turns was lower in maze twelve than in maze ten, especially after the first session. Furthermore, the difference in movement time between maze ten and twelve was only 79 ms while the time needed to trace maze ten was 523 ms longer than the movement time for maze eight. This could have been caused by the repetition of segments in maze twelve. Repetition might have facilitated performance. A facilitation effect when elements were repeated was also found by Portier and Van Galen (1992). Other research in handwriting, however, has shown that movement time increased when elements were repeated as did the number of errors (Wing et al. 1979; Teulings et al. 1983; Van Galen 1984; Van Galen et al. 1989). Contrary to these findings, Portier and Van Galen (1992) reported a decrease in movement time and writing size in graphemes containing a repetition of elements in an experiment in which subjects had to learn unfamiliar Arabic graphemes. It is, however, possible that the repetition of segments mainly facilitates performance when visual feedback is absent. Since no effects of feedback were reported with respect to segment repetition by Portier and Van Galen, no conclusive comment can be given yet. In general, our results showed a clear change in motor programming during the learning of a novel movement sequence within practicing periods of 5’30”. A generalized motor program was established, indicated by an increase in the number of correctly performed turns. The programming process shifted from a mainly serial process in the beginning of the task when each line segment was programmed separately, to a more parallel concurrent process later in practice when the programming of later segments was more or less realized during the execution of a preceding segment. This shift was indicated by a decrease in the number and duration of stops between segments, by the fact that relative changes in duration were larger for angle segments than for line segments, and by the finding that movement time decreased relatively less in the first segment than in later
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segments. The non-linear practice effects suggested that different learning stages were passed through. Furthermore, it was observed that subjects were able to group up to 8 segments together, which were executed as one unit. It can be concluded that extensive performance on a continuous motor task allows the study of changes in motor programming. Apart from the observable improvements in performance, i.e., a decrease in the number of incorrect turns and a decrease in the time needed to trace one loop, results of analyses of kinematic variables indicated changes in underlying planning and programming processes. References Adams, J.A., 1971. A closed-loop theory of motor behaviour. Journal of Motor Behavior 3, 111-149. Alvis, G.R., J.P. Ward, D.L. Dodson and R.L. Pusakulich, 1990. Inverse patterns in successful finger-maze acquisition performance by right-handed males and left-handed females. Bulletin of the Psychonomic Society 28,421-423. Benton, A.L., A. Elithorn, M.L. Fogel and M. Kerr, 1963. A perceptual maze test sensitive to brain damage. Journal of Neurology, Neurosurgery and Psychiatry 26, 540-544. Canavan, A.G.M., 1983. Stylus-maze performance in patients with frontal-lobe lesions: Effects of signal valency and relationship to verbal and spatial abilities. Neuropsychologia 21, 375-382. Corkin, S., 1965. Tactually-guided maze learning in man: Effects of unilateral cortical excisions and bilateral hippocampal lesions. Neuropsychologia 3, 339-351. Decety, J. and D.H. Ingvar, 1990. Brain structures participating in mental simulation of motor behavior: A neuropsychological interpretation. Acta Psychologica 73, 13-34. Feltz, D.L. and D.M. Landers, 1983. The effects of mental practice on motor skill learning and performance: A meta-analysis. Journal of Sport Psychology 5, 25-57. Fischman, M.G., 1984. Programming time as a function of number of movement parts and changes in movement direction. Journal of Motor Behavior 16, 405-423. Fitts, P.M., 1964. ‘Perceptual-motor skill learning’. In: A.W. Melton (ed.), Categories of human learning (pp. 234-285). New York: Academic Press. Garcia-Colera, A. and A. Semjen, 1987. The organization of rapid movement sequences as a function of sequence length. Acta Psychologica 66, 237-250. Grosse, D.A., R.S. Wilson and J.H. Fox, 1991. Maze learning in Alzheimers disease. Brain and Cognition 15, 1-9. Henry, F.M. and D.E. Rogers, 1960. Increased response latency for complicated movements and a ‘memory drum’ theory of neuromotor reaction. Research Quarterly 31, 448-458. Hulstijn, W., 1987. ‘Programming of speech and nonspeech motor activity’. In: H.F.M. Peters and W. Hulstijn (eds.), Speech motor dynamics in stuttering (pp. 41-55). Wien: SpringerVerlag. Hulstijn, W. and G.P. van Galen, 1983. Programming in handwriting: Reaction time and movement time as a function of sequence length. Acta Psychologica 54, 23-49. Hulstijn, W. and G.P. van Galen, 1988. ‘Levels of motor programming in writing familiar and unfamiliar symbols’. In: A.M. Volley and J.R. Beech (eds.), Cognition and action in skilled behaviour (pp. 65-85). Amsterdam: North-Holland.
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